POM Planning 2.0

Software to streamline decision support throughout your multiple POM planning events and time horizons.

A Modern POM Submission Workflow

**Prioritization Framework.** A standardized, but flexible criteria-based way to drive investment in mission-critical priorities.

**Process Automation.** Reduce reliance on spreadsheets with custom forms to collect, organize, and prioritize requirements.

**Purpose Built Visualizations.** Rapidly visualize courses of action to reach data-informed prioritization decisions across all POM planning horizons.

**What-If Planning.** Present tradeoffs iteratively to leadership for mission aligned decision making.

**Scenario Planning.** Leverage powerful algorithms and visualizations to provide a quick view into potential courses of action.

**Real-Time Data.** Ensure executive decision makers are always acting on up-to-date findings from program managers and portfolio owners.

Plan for The Future, Sustain Today

**Eliminate Spreadsheets**
Automating data input reduces time spent on collection and validation to allow focus on analysis.

**Automate POM Prioritization**
Identify and fund mission-aligned spending priorities as money becomes available.

**Log All In-App Activities**
Track all activities performed in the portfolio, when the changes occured, and by whom.

**Allocate Funds Faster**
Rapidly pivot spending for a get-well plan when spending is off track.
It’s very hard for us to make changes, given how inflexible the (POM) process is later in the out years.

- Raj Iyer - Former Army CIO

The Result

**Better, Faster Decisions.** A prioritization framework and what-if analysis to improve America’s global competitiveness.

**Quantified Mission Alignment.** Create and maintain a collective line of sight to strategy that ties resources to mission aligned initiatives over the POM period.

**Effectively Inform Decisions.** Develop robust decision justification with our prioritization framework coupled with what-if analysis capabilities.

**Optimized Funding.** Create alignment between requirements, resources, and desired mission outcomes.

Built for the Public Sector

**Security**
FedRAMP, IL-2 Compliant AWS Hosting, IL-4/5 on Air Force Cloud One

**Hosting Options**
AWS GovCloud SaaS, Agency-Networks (NIPR, SIPR, JWICS), Advana, Self-Hosted

**Flexible Contracting Options**
SBIR, NASA SEWP, 8(a), GSA, and Other Agency-Specific Vehicles

Decision Lens Customers

Let’s get started.
We have been improving public sector planning for 15+ years, modernizing how government prioritizes, plans, and funds.

decisionlens.com sales@decisionlens.com